Aufbau comes from the German word "Aufbauen" which means "to build". In essence when writing electron configurations we are building up electron orbitals as we proceed from atom to atom. As we write the electron configuration for an atom, we will fill the orbitals in order of increasing atomic number. The Aufbau principle originates from the Pauli's exclusion principle which says that no two fermions (e.g., electrons) in an atom can have the same set of quantum numbers, hence they have to "pile up" or "build up" into higher energy levels. How the electrons build up is a topic of electron configurations.
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If we follow the pattern across a period from B (Z=5) to Ne (Z=10) the number of electrons increase and the subshells are filled. Here we are focusing on the p subshell in which as we move towards Ne, the p subshell becomes filled.

- B (Z=5) configuration: 1s^2 2s^2 2p^1
- C (Z=6) configuration: 1s^2 2s^2 2p^2
- N (Z=7) configuration: 1s^2 2s^2 2p^3
- O (Z=8) configuration: 1s^2 2s^2 2p^4
- F (Z=9) configuration: 1s^2 2s^2 2p^5
- Ne (Z=10) configuration: 1s^2 2s^2 2p^6